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The pre-sale of Dash 2 Trade has already raised more than $3.5 million, making it the largest presale
of 2022.

 

A new crypto signaling platform called Dash 2 Trade has secured $3.5 million in a presale to build a
trading tool aimed at enrolling large numbers of retail traders and providing them with cutting-edge
trading resources.

 

Dash 2 Trade levels the playing field for retail traders so that they may compete with the industry
giants rather than being kept at bay by the hegemons’ monopoly on superior information.

 

The Dash 2 Trade group is expanding upon the trade network they founded three years ago with
Learn 2 Trade.

Develop automated trading systems
 

A standout feature of the Dash 2 Trade ecosystem is the ability for users to create and execute fully
automated trading strategies.

 

There is more than simply technical analysis that can be used to fine-tune these trading techniques.

 

Like eToro, users of the Dash 2 Trade site can track the trades of their favorite traders and even
curate their own strategy utilizing the network’s extensive social analytics.
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Utilizing the D2T token
 

The D2T token is what drives the Dash 2 Trade ecosystem, and having it will allow you to use all of
the platform’s services.

 

Dash 2 Trade offers a free dashboard option that doesn’t require token holding, but severely
restricts platform use.

 

There are two tiers of the Dash 2 Trade dashboard, with the first costing 400 D2T per month and the
second costing 1,000 D2T per month.

 

Dash 2 Trade is marketing itself as the “Bloomberg terminal of crypto,” but with many more
capabilities and at a far more affordable price point (Bloomberg’s single terminal subscription costs
$30,000 per year).

More than $3.5 Million was Raised in Dash 2 Presale
 

In the past week, the Dash 2 Trade presale has grown steadily, and it has now raised $3.5m to
construct the platform.  Prices for the presale have been going up with each successive round.

 

The current price of a D2T is $0.05, and the next price increase will bring it up to $0.0513.

 

Those who get in on the presale early, before D2T is listed on exchanges, will pay much less for
tokens than those who wait.
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Pre-sale registration is now open on the Dash 2 Trade website for those who want to buy D2T at the
lowest possible price.


